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A scalar semantics of the Vietnamese sentence-final particle cơ 
 

This paper documents the distribution and behaviours of the Vietnamese sentence-final particle cơ 
and presents the first formalization of its meaning. Previous descriptions only define cơ as a marker 
of “expressing preference” (Nguyen 1997) or simply say that it has an “emphasis function” (Le 
2005). I consider cơ in a variety of contexts and show that cơ is licensed if there is the prejacent 
of cơ which is “stronger” than an expected contextual alternative. I formalize this descriptive 
generalization using Rooth’s Alternative Semantics framework and abstract scales of strength. 
The presence of contrasting alternatives: Cơ is a sentence-final particle. When present, the 
speaker implies that the conveyed information is “stronger” than what was expected.  
Example (1) is presented with different preceding contexts. Cơ is felicitous in (1A), not (1B).  
(1) Minh: Cái đồng hồ xanh bao nhiêu  tiền? Owner: Cái đồng hồ xanh giá   $100 (cơ). 
                CL watch     blue  how much money               CL watch     blue  cost $100 CƠ 
     ‘How much is the blue watch?’              ‘The blue watch is $100.’ 

(✓) Situation 1A: Minh wants to buy a watch. The shop owner recommends a yellow one of 
$80 but Minh says that it is over his budget. Minh then looks around and points at a blue watch.     
(#) Situation 1B: Minh comes to a watch shop. He points at a blue one and asks about its price.  

In (1A), Minh’s opinion about the yellow watch allows the owner to estimate that Minh’s budget 
is less than $80. He then infers from Minh’s question that Minh wants to buy the blue watch and 
therefore infers that Minh expects it to be less than $80. Such an expectation does not arise in (1B), 
making the cơ utterance odd. Now consider example (2): 
(2) Minh: Tớ chọn     con gấu bông   trắng. Kim: Tớ chọn    con gấu bông    xanh (cơ). 
                 I    choose CL  teddy-bear white           I   choose CL  teddy-bear blue  CƠ 
      ‘I choose the white teddy bear.’           ‘I choose the blue teddy bear.’ 

(✓) Situation 2A: Minh and Kim are deciding which bear is the best present for An’s birthday. 
In addition, Kim, but not Minh, knows that An likes the color blue. 
(#) Situation 2B: An has many teddy bears. Her family is moving to a new place and they cannot 
bring all her teddy bears. So An wants to give the bears to her friends, Minh and Kim. 

The contrast can be explained as follows. In (2A), it may be expected for Kim to cooperatively 
agree with Minh’s choice. However, Kim knows that her choice is better than Minh’s, because 
white is not An’s favorite color. This preference over the stated alternative licenses cơ. In contrast, 
the two choices in (2B) are independent. Kim doesn’t infer any expectation from Minh’s choice.  
The prejacent of cơ must be stronger than its alternatives: Consider (3): 
(3) Minh wants to buy a watch. The shop owner recommends a yellow one of $80 but Minh says 
      that it is over his budget. Minh then looks around and points at a blue watch. The owner says: 

Cái đồng hồ xanh  giá   $100  / #$70  cơ. 
CL watch     blue   cost $100$/   $70  CƠ 
‘The blue watch is $100 / $70.’ 

The owner here infers Minh’s expectation of the blue one being less than $80. The property of 
‘costing (at least) $100’ entails and is therefore logically stronger than ‘costing (at least) $80’, but 
‘costing (at least) $70’ is weaker, explaining the contrast in (3).  

Focus sensitivity: The interpretation of cơ varies with the placement of focus. In (5), the color of 
the three bears is focused. In (6), focus is placed on the numeral ba (three).  
(5) Minh  sẽ       mua  ba      con gấu bông    [trắng]F (cơ). 
      Minh  FUT  buy    three CL  teddy-bear  white    CƠ 
     ‘Minh will buy three white teddy bears.’ 
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⇒ There is an expectation that Minh might buy three teddy bears of a different color. The other 
colors are not as preferred over white. 

(6) Minh  sẽ      mua [ba]F    con  gấu bông    trắng  (cơ). 
      Minh  FUT buy   three   CL  teddy-bear  white  CƠ 
      ‘Minh will buy three teddy bears.’ 

⇒ There is an expectation that Minh will buy fewer than three white teddy bears. 
Generalization and analysis: The particle cơ requires the existence of a salient alternative which 
is weaker than cơ’s prejacent. The alternative is at least as strong as the expected ones.  
(7) Given a scale σ, ⟦S cơ⟧ is defined iff  
      ∃S’ ∈ ALT(S)    such that    (i) ∀S” ∈ ALT(S), E(S”) ⟶ S’ ≥σ S” 
                               (ii) S >σ S’ 
      and if defined, ⟦S cơ⟧ is true iff ⟦ S ⟧ is true. 
(8) E(S)  iff  BSpkr ( ∃w. (w ∈ ExpAddr & S(w) = 1) )  (based on Al Khatib 2013) 

           (The speaker believes [S is true in at least one of the addressee-expected worlds].) 
Discussion: The use of cơ is correctly supported in the felicitous contexts above. 
Example (1): ⟦S cơ⟧ = ⟦[[The blue watch is [$100]F] cơ ⟧ 

(i) S’ = that the blue watch is $80 is in ALT(S). The set of expected worlds is a subset of the 
set of those worlds where the price of the blue watch is less than $80. S’ entails and is 
therefore logically stronger than all the propositions which are true in at least one of these 
expected worlds.  

(ii) S entails and is therefore logically stronger than S’. 
Example (2): ⟦S cơ⟧ = ⟦[I (Kim) choose the [blue]F teddy bear] cơ⟧ 

(i) S’ = that Kim chooses the white teddy bear is in ALT(S). The set of expected worlds 
contains those where Kim chooses the white teddy bear. There is only one proposition S” 
such that it is in ALT(S) and E(S”), which is S’. Thus, that S’ is at least as strong as S” is 
trivially satisfied. 

(ii) On the scale of An’s preference, S is non-logically stronger than S’ because S is preferred.  
Cơ in polar questions and wh-questions: Cơ also appears in polar and wh-questions. Cơ polar 
questions are used rhetorically to express the speaker’s surprise as in (9). Cơ wh-questions have 
similar uses as echo questions in English, exemplified in (10). 
(9)   A: Minh bought 10 books.      B (surprised): Minh mua 10 quyển   sách  cơ   à?  
                                Minh buy  10 CL       book CƠ Q 
                               ‘Did Minh really buy 10 books?’ 
(10) A: Minh bought 10 books.      B (surprised): Minh mua mấy            quyển sách cơ? 
                                        Minh buy  how-many CL     book CƠ 
        ‘Minh bought HOW MANY books? 
My analysis for cơ in declaratives can also be extended to these uses of cơ in expressions of 
surprise (9–10). The use of cơ suggests that speaker B thinks Minh bought a lesser number of 
books. The difference between B’s expectation and A’s claim reflects B’s surprise. This requires 
a flip in the orientation of Exp in (7). I will discuss cơ in questions further in the talk. 
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